Social psychology is a discipline that uses scientific methods "to understand and explain how the thought, feeling and behavior of individuals are influenced by the actual, imagined or implied presence of other human beings" (1985). Social psychology looks at a wide range of social topics, including group behavior, social perception, leadership, nonverbal behavior, conformity, aggression, and prejudice. It is important to note that social psychology is not just about looking at social influences. The goal of this special issue is to provide a platform for scientists and academicians all over the world to promote, share, and discuss various new issues and developments in the area of advances in social psychology.

In this special issue, we invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original research and review articles that explore advances in social psychology. In this special issue, potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Social cognition
- Attitudes and attitude change
- Violence and aggression
- Persuasion
- Prosocial behavior
- Prejudice and discrimination
- The bystander effect
- Love and attraction
- Nonverbal communication
- Leadership

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal’s Paper Submission System.

Please kindly specify the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title. The research field “Special Issue – Advances in Social Psychology” should be selected during your submission.

Special Issue timetable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Submission Deadline</th>
<th>July 14th, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>September 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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